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Submicron copper reinforced with carbon nanotubes–ruthenium composites as suitable material for
thermal management applications has been fabricated by Spark plasma sintering (SPS). The slurry of
CNT–Ru was uniformly dispersed into copper matrix by mechanical stirring process using ethanol as a
mixing medium. The composites powders were initially annealed for 30 min at 550 o C with heating rate
of 5 o C/min under argon. The annealed powders were then consolidated at sintering temperature of
600 o C and 650 o C with a constant pressure of 50 MPa and the holding time of 5 min. The relative density
of 98.15% was obtained for Cu-2 vol%CNT while that of Cu-2 vol%CNT-0.5 vol%Ru was of 97.08%. The
Vickers hardness values of Cu-2 vol%CNT-0.5 vol%Ru sintered at 650 o C were found to be 130.4 HV. The
coefﬁcient of thermal expansion of 2.3 x 10-6/o C was measured for copper reinforced with 2 vol% CNT
sample at 100 o C. The thermal conductivity of 323 W/mK and 279 W/mK was measured at 100 o C for Cu
and Cu-1CNT-0.5 vol%Ru. The X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy was performed on the samples surface in
order to determine the effect of additives on the copper surface. XPS revealed that addition of Ru reduced
copper oxidation at the surface.

1. Introduction
As technological development is advancing towards increasing
chip performance with continuous downscaling of complementary
metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) devices, the increase in power
density has posed challenge for advanced electronic system [1].
The inability of the electronic package to shed this excess heat from
the integrated circuit (IC) often results in the failure of the
components [2]. Electronic packaging in a variety of microelectronic applications however, involves interconnecting, powering,
protecting, and cooling of semiconductor circuits [3]. The purpose
of thermal management devices in the electronic packaging is to
cool the electronics components and systems and protect it from
excessive heat during operation [4]. With the growing concern to
achieve optimum performance of smart IC's at high operation
temperature without reducing performance [3]; the requirements
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of thermal management materials properties are now involving
combined properties such as oxidation behaviour [5,6].
The unique engineering properties of copper have made it an
outstanding material of choice for thermal management compared
to many other materials. Despite the attractive thermal management properties of copper, its traditional properties can however
no longer satisfy the recent technological requirement and needs
of rapid development of microelectronic technology. Pure copper
suffers material compatibility limitations when mounted on the
substrate [7]. On the other hand, pure copper and copper-based
composites with conventional grain size (micron size) are soft
materials [8] [9]. Apart from the fact that Cu has high coefﬁcient of
thermal expansion, the widespread application of copper technology has been limited by the oxidation of copper at elevated

temperature by forming a non-protective surface scale [10].
Carbon nanotube reinforced Cu matrix composites have emerged
as material of interest particularly for thermal management in
microelectronic circuits due to the excellent properties such as
high thermal conductivity (3000 W/mK) and low CTE of approximate zero [11]. In addition, carbon nanotubes can withstand
current density of >109 A/cm2 for >300 h at 250 o C without any sign

of degradation [12]. However, weak interfacial bonding strength
between Cu the matrix and CNTs could lead to formation of pores
at interface [13]. The thermal interfacial resistance could also
contribute to the scattering of heat carrying phonons at the
Cu–CNTs interface which could resulted at low thermal conductivity of the material [14]. Therefore, in order to achieve an optimal
performance of Cu–CNTs composite for thermal management, it is
important to improve the non-protective surface scale of copper by
incorporating suitable materials. Ruthenium is an air-stable
transition metal with high melting point (2310 o C) and shows
negligible solid solubility with Cu even at 900 o C based on the
binary phase diagram [15]. More importantly, ruthenium has good
adhesion and is thermodynamically stable with copper; that is
why it has been widely used as diffusion barrier as well as in alloy
ﬁlms for barrier-free Cu metallization [16,17]. Ruthenium has also
been reported to show signiﬁcantly stronger Ru—C bonds carbon
compared to the Pd—C and Ti—C bonds [18]. Ding et al. [19]
reported that the oxidation of Cu was inhibited to an extent with C
alloying into the Ru layer. Furthermore, improved density and
hardness results were obtained when increasing the Ru volume
fraction in copper matrix by up to 2.5 vol% [8]. However, 1 vol% Ru
decreased the electrical conductivity of pure Cu due to interfacial
resistance and much higher resistivity of Ru (7.1 x10-6 Vcm)
versus (1.68 x 10-6 Vcm) for copper. With this understanding, it
was decided that the Ru content be limited to 0.5 vol% in the
composite samples.
Several techniques have been employed to synthesis CNT
reinforced Cu- matrix composites due to the problem of
inhomogeneous distribution of the CNTs in the metal matrix.
Carreno-Morelli et al. [20] reported a procedure to incorporate
MWCNT into Al and Mg matrix via powder metallurgy technique.
A low energy ball milling in a Turbula mixer was employed to
homogenize both the matrix and MWCNT composite. Esawi and
Morsi [21] found the mechanical alloying mixing method suitable
for homogenizing 2 wt% CNT with Al powders. Yamanaka et al.
[22] reported on synthesis of carbon nanotube reinforced nickel
composites. The colloidal suspension method was employed to
distribute CNT homogeneously into the nickel matrix using
ethanol as mixing medium. Kim et al. [23] reported on
mechanical mixing of a Cu matrix reinforced by nickel-coated
single walled CNT. An electroless plating technique was used to
coat a layer of nickel on CNT. Cho et al. [24] reported on the
dispersion of MWCNT in a copper matrix using mechanical
stirring process. Recently, Nie et al. [13] reported a high energy
mechanical milling process of Cu–Mo–CNT composite using
vibratory miller for 120 min. Due to the level of dispersion
reported in these studied, there is need to develop a simple and
efﬁcient process of dispersing CNTs into metal matrix without
damaging the nanotubes structure.
Besides, there is virtually no reported study available on SPS
densiﬁcation behaviour and the corresponding coefﬁcient of
thermal expansion of sub-micron copper powder with irregular
and angular shaped particles–shapes detrimental, as it is known, to
powder compressibility by the common powder metallurgy
compaction method – cold die compaction. The combined effects
of CNT–Ru on the mechanical properties of submicron copper for
thermal management materials is yet to be reported. Studied on
surface oxidation behaviour of Cu–CNT composites produced by
spark plasma sintering is also very limited. Spark plasma sintering
(SPS) process has been widely used in fabricating Cu and Cu/CNT
composites for potential thermal management materials. The
accurate control of sintering energy as well as high sintering speed
makes SPS a promising technique of producing highly dense
materials with control grain growth [25]. An effort is therefore
made in this study to fabricate the sample and investigate these
properties.

2. Materials and methods
2.1. Feed stock powder and characterization
A commercial copper powder of 99% purity (Alfa Aesar) with
particle size of 0.5–1.5 mm and multi-walled carbon nanotube
(NC3100 thin MWCNT) with an average diameter of 9.5 nm and an
average length of 1.5 mm were used for this study. The carbon
nanotubes were supplied by Nanocyl and it was said to contain
95 + %C purity. The powders were mixed at varying compositions as
shown in Table 1. The CNTs were ultrasonicated in ethanol for 1 h
and vigorously stirred for 5 min using magnetic stirrer. Then Ru
powder was added to suspension of CNTs and further ultrasonicated for another 1 h and stirred for 3 min. Copper powder was
ultrasonicated in ethanol for 1 h and stirred for 2 min. The
respective slurries of Cu and CNT–Ru were then mixed together
and ultrasonicated for 1 h and stirred for 3 min. The homogeneous
dispersed powder mixtures were then dried using a rotary
evaporator and sieved to 75 micron. The dried powders were
further blended in a Turbula T2F mixer for 1 h at a speed of
101 revolutions per minute. The mixed powders were annealed for
30 min at 550 o C with a heating rate of 5 o C/min under inert Ar
atmosphere to reduce the oxygen content. X-ray powder diffraction was carried out in a Bruker D2 Advance diffractometer using
cobalt as anode material at 30 kV and 10 mA. The XRD analysis was
done to identify the phases present in the samples. The powders
were scanned at a step scan mode of 0.02.
2.2. Consolidation of the composites powders
In this work, the powders were consolidated by spark plasma
sintering (HPD5, FCT Systeme GmbH). The powders were loaded
into a graphite die 20 mm in diameter, a sintered sample thickness
of 5 mm was aimed at. A sheet of graphite foil was placed between
the punch and the powders for easy sintered sample removal, thus
prolonging tool life. In addition to this, the side walls as well as the
top and bottom of the graphite die were coated with ﬁne hBN
slurry in order to limit the diffusion of carbon to the compacts. The
holding pressure throughout the sintering cycle was kept at
50 MPa. Sintering was done at different temperatures, holding
times and heating rates in order to investigate the densiﬁcation
behaviour.
2.3. Characterization of the sintered samples
The densities were measured using the Archimedes's principle
process.
The morphological and qualitative analysis of the sintered
samples were carried out using SEM with EDS. Samples for analysis
were cut in a plane perpendicular to the pressing direction, hot
mounted and ground using different sizes of silicon carbide paper
up to 4000 grit, then were ﬁne polished using 6 mm, 3 mm and
1 mm diamond suspensions.

Table 1
Consolidation condition for the samples.
No

Sample (vol%)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Cu-1CNT
Cu-2CNT
Cu-0.5CNT-0.5Ru
Cu-1CNT-0.5Ru
Cu-2CNT-0.5Ru
Cu-1CNT-0.5Ru
Cu-2CNT-0.5Ru

Sintering proﬁle
600 o C,
600 o C,
600 o C,
600 o C,
600 o C,
650 o C,
650 o C,

50 MPa, 80 o C/min,
50 MPa, 80 o C/min,
50 MPa, 80 o C/min,
50 MPa, 80 o C/min,
50 MPa, 80 o C/min,
50 MPa, 80 o C/min,
50 MPa, 80 o C/min,

5 min
5 min
5 min
5 min
5 min
5 min
5 min

Phase composition of the sintered samples was determined in a
Bruker D2 Advance X-Ray powder diffractometer using a similar
procedure as that used for powder samples.
Microhardness measurements were made on the as-polished
specimens using the Vickers microhardness tester. The indenting
load was 300 g for a dwell time of 10 s. The samples surfaces were
indented randomly at ﬁve different positions for each sample.
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was conducted in a PHI
XPS 5400 spectrometer using non monochromated Al X-rays
(1486.6 eV) in an ultrahigh vacuum chamber with a base pressure
of better than 10-9 Torr. The X-ray source was operated at 300 W
and 15 kV. The high resolution measurements were carried out
with pass energy of 35.75 eV and take off angle of 45o . The binding
energy (BE) scale of the instrument was calibrated to give a BE of
83.96 eV for the Au 4f7/2 line for metallic gold and 932.62 eV for
the Cu 2p3/2 line of metallic copper. No charge correction was
done. Spectral analysis was performed using the peak ﬁtting
software (XPSPEAK version 4.1) after a Shirley background
subtraction [26]. The coefﬁcient of thermal expansion of copper
and copper reinforced with CNTs was measured using Orton 1500
dilatometer instrument, under argon atmosphere. For as high as
possible accuracy, very low heating rate was adopted, of only 5 o C/
min. The thermal diffusivities of the samples were measured using
a laser ﬂash apparatus (LFA427, Netzsch at Fraunhofer Institute of
Ceramic Technologies and Systems IKTS, Germany).

Fig. 2. SEM/EDX image of Cu-2 vol%CNT-0.5 vol%Ru after mixing.

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Feedstock powder characterization
Fig. 1 shows the morphology of ruthenium powder particles;
the SEM micrographs of the ruthenium powders revealed that the
Ru particles are densely packed and had large agglomerates of
small primary particles. The morphology of copper and carbon
nanotubes powder had been reported in Sule et al. [27]. Fig. 2
shows the micrograph of mechanically stirring Cu with 2 vol%CNT0.5 vol%Ru powders. It can be observed that a high degree of mixing
of Cu and CNT–Ru composites powder was achieved using the
developed dispersion method. Previous research by Sule et al. [27]
showed that an increase in the mixing intensity increased shear
force which contribute to the powder agglomeration size
reduction. The de-agglomeration during mixing improved the
packing efﬁciency of the particle and promotes homogeneity of the
mixture.
Fig. 3 shows the XRD pattern of Cu-1 vol%CNT-0.5 vol%Ru
powder after annealing. The XRD result showed that no existence

Fig. 1. SEM image of ruthenium powder.

Fig. 3. X-ray diffraction
annealing.
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of the oxidation layer on the surface of the powder particles within
the detection limits of this technique. The XRD pattern of pure
copper and its annealed powder have been reported in Sule et al.
[27]. We also reported the inﬂuence of annealing on densiﬁcation
and hardness.
3.2. Sintering behaviour of copper during SPS
The relative piston travel (displacement) can be used as an
indirect measure of densiﬁcation during spark plasma sintering.
The displacement indicates changes in the thickness of a specimen
as a result of punches movement against the die with time. The
displacement towards negative or positive direction could mean
expansion or shrinkage, respectively [28]. The shrinkage displacement and sintering time at different holding temperature during
SPS processed were used to explain the densiﬁcation behaviour of
the feedstock powder. Fig. 4(a–c) displayed the inﬂuence of
annealing on the shrinkage of copper and copper–CNT composites
powder sample sintered at 600 and 650 o C. Fig. 4 (a and b) shows
the shrinkage of both un-annealed and annealed copper sample
sintered at 600 o C and 650 o C respectively for 5 min holding time.
The shrinkage displacement of un-annealed Cu powder stopped
before the annealed powder. It can be observed that densiﬁcation
proceed immediately on the annealed sample while that of unannealed sample took a while before commencing. This could be
due to the fact that the oxide ﬁlm on the surface of as-received
copper particles was reduced during annealing prior to

consolidation. Saheb et al. [29] in their review reported spark
plasma sintering process is carried out in four main stages. The ﬁrst
stage is done to remove gases and create vacuum. In addition, the
shrinkage displacement of un-annealed copper powder stopped
before the sintering temperature was reached. This could be due to
the fact that the sintering temperature is not sufﬁcient to break
down the oxide layer and to enhance the diffusion of the copper
atom [30].
3.3. Microstructural characterization of sintered material
Fig. 5(a) shows SEM image of Cu-2 vol%CNT sample sintered at
600 o C while Fig. 5(b and c) shows the SEM micrograph of Cu
matrix reinforced by 1 and 2 vol%CNT containing Ru sintered at
650 o C as shown in Table 1. Fig. 5(b and c) shows that the
composites have good dispersion of the CNTs and Ru particles
within the copper matrix. The observed well dispersion of the
reinforced material could be as a result of mixing time. It can be
seen from these images that little or no agglomeration of CNTs
occurred and that the composites have a uniform distribution of
the CNTs within a very dense without a notable porosity and also
without cracks, copper matrix. These characteristics create
premises of a good thermal conductivity.
Fig. 6 reveals a good interfacial bonding between Cu and CNTs
and this could be attributed to the above-mentioned preparation
technique adopted in the particulate components mixing [31].
Fig. 7(a–d) shows the fractograph of the sintered samples 1, 2, 3,
5 and 6, respectively. Moreover, the fractograph of these samples
annealed under Ar did revealed little typical dimple structure of Cu
surfaces but not as pronounce as that of pure copper sintered at
same condition reported by Sule et al. [27]. The ductile failure
displayed in these fracture surfaces implies better sample
cohesion, resulting from a better sinterability of these samples
during SPS process. This observation is consistent with the results
presented on microstructures and tensile behaviour of carbon
nanotubes reinforced Cu matrix composites with molecular-level
dispersion and consolidated by spark plasma sintering by Xue et al.
[32]. It was stated that the little dimples structure observed
suggested that local plastic deformation has occur in the copper
matrix.
The XRD diffractograms of the sintered Cu–CNT–Ru composites
samples consolidated at 650 o C were shown in Fig. 8. The XRD
diffractograms of the sintered samples shows that the processing
sequence used in this study did not encourage the oxidation of
copper as is evident from the X-ray diffractogram. The XRD results
revealed diffraction peaks of only copper for sample containing
2 vol%CNT -0.5 vol%Ru and that of 1 vol%CNT-0.5 vol%Ru. According
to the results no CNT and Ru diffraction peaks were observed. This
could be due to small content of CNTs and Ru as well as
homogeneous dispersion of CNTs within the copper matrix. This
observation is similar with the ﬁnding on Cu-2 vol%SiC- 2 vol%CNT
reported by Akbarpour et al. [9].
3.4. Inﬂuence of densiﬁcation on microhardness of sintered material

Fig. 4. (a) The shrinkage displacement verse time of un-annealed and annealed Cu
sintered at 600 o C. (b) The shrinkage displacement verse time of un-annealed and
annealed Cu sintered at 650 o C. (c) Shrinkage displacement curve versus time with
corresponding to sintering temperature of Cu-1CNT and Cu-1CNT-0.5Ru samples.

In our previous work, we reported that annealed of pure copper
in Ar gas before sintering reduces the oxygen content of the
powder which resulted in the higher densiﬁcation and microhardness of the sintered sample. Table 2 summarizes the results of
relative density of the Cu–CNT and Cu–CNT–Ru composites
powder annealed under Ar environment. The relative density of
above 98% was obtained for both Cu-1 vol%CNT and Cu-2 vol%CNT
composites samples. The results of density measurement revealed
that composites with only CNT addition yield higher density. The
high density value obtained in Cu-2 vol%CNT could be attributed
to good dispersion of CNTs in Cu matrix. Moreover, this high

Fig. 5. SEM image of (a) Cu-2 vol%CNT composites (b) Cu-1 vol%CNT-0.5 vol%Ru (c) Cu-2 vol%CNT-0.5 vol%Ru composites.

Fig. 6. High magniﬁcation SEM image of Cu-2 vol%CNT sintered at 600 o C, showing
CNTs embedding within the Cu matrix.

densiﬁcation showed that the potential sources of CNTs agglomeration that deteriorate metal-CNT composites density can be
avoided by appropriate mixing process and sintering technique
[19]. However, a reduction in density was observed in Cu–CNT

composites containing 0.5 vol%Ru sintered at 600 o C. This reduction could be due to insufﬁcient sintering temperature since Ru has
melting point of 2334 o C. In addition, the Cu–CNT composites
containing 0.5 vol%Ru was found to increase with increasing
sintering temperature.
The Vickers hardness was measured randomly at ﬁve
different locations for the sintered specimen surface and
average value was presented in Table 2. Fig. 9 shows the
inﬂuence of densiﬁcation on microhardness samples at different
sintering temperature. The results of the hardness measurement revealed that the sample with highest densiﬁcation gives
the highest hardness values. The microstructure contribution to
the high observed increase in hardness could be attributed to
progressive high sintering density [33]. In general terms it can
be observed that the introduction of Ru leads to slight reduction
of sintered composite density. This can be ascribed to the fact
that this additive does not participate in the diffusion processes
that are active during sintering. Rather, being inert at these
sintering temperatures, they inhibit the densiﬁcation. Akbarpour et al. [9] reported the microhardness value of 92.3HV for
hot pressed Cu-2SiC-2CNT composites sample with relative
density of above 98%. In our previous studied, we reported a
hardness value of 127.8 ± 1.7 for hot pressed Cu-2.5 vol%Ru [8].
The high hardness value obtained in Cu–CNT–Ru composites

Fig. 7. Fractograph (a) Cu-2 vol%CNT sintered at 600 o C (b) Cu-0.5 vol%CNT-0.5Ru sintered at 650 o C (c) Cu-1 vol%CNT-0.5 vol%Ru sintered at 650 o C (d) Cu-2 vol%CNT-0.5 vol%
Ru sintered at 650 o C.

sintered at 650 o C could be due to good distribution of hard
phase in Cu matrix follow by the spark plasma sintering.
3.5. Coefﬁcient of thermal expansion of sintered samples

Fig. 8. X-ray diffraction spectral of Cu-1 vol%CNT-0.5 vol%Ru and Cu-2 vol%CNT0.5 vol%Ru sintered at 650 o C.

Fig. 10 shows the dimension changes (Dl/l0) versus the
temperature curve of the sintered copper, copper-1 vol%CNT,
copper-2 vol%CNT and copper-2 vol%CNT containing 0.5 vol%Ru
samples. It can be observed that the fractional dimension changes
for all the measure sample increases with increasing temperature.
This observation is reasonably consistent with previous report
[4,34,35]. In addition, the dimension changes in Cu-2 vol%CNT
composites were found to be smaller than that of copper sample
sintered at the same consolidation condition. However, the
fractional dimensional changes of Cu-2CNT containing 0.5 vol%
Ru sample was expected to follow that of Cu-2CNT. Even if Ru has a
CTE value of 5.9 x 10-6/K, its dimensional changes are not expected

Table 2
Results of density and microhardness of sintered samples.
Sample (vol%)

Temperature (o C)

Relative density (%)

Microhardness (HV0.3)

Cu-1CNT
Cu-2CNT
Cu-0.5CNT-0.5Ru
Cu-1CNT-0.5Ru
Cu-2CNT-0.5Ru
Cu-1CNT-0.5Ru
Cu-2CNT-0.5Ru

600
600
600
600
600
650
650

98.28
98.15
97.72
96.77
96.15
97.63
97.08

140.1 ± 1.7
132.6 ± 2.2
134.4 ± 3.8
130.7 ± 1.4
121.2 ± 2.1
134.0 ± 0.5
130.4 ± 2.5

to follow value of pure Cu. Further investigations are being
performed to explain this result. The coefﬁcient of thermal
expansion was determined from the slope of the strain (Dl/l)
against temperature graphic representation, according to the
equation [36].

Dl
l0

Fig. 9. Microhardness value as a function of relative density.
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Fig. 11 shows the variation of coefﬁcient of thermal expansion
(CTE) of the copper and that of Cu-2 vol%CNT composites. It can be
noted that the coefﬁcient of thermal expansion of copper increased
rapidly with increasing temperature. Meanwhile, the CTE of
Cu-2 vol%CNT sample was found to be greatly slower compared
to that of copper sample. The copper sample was seen to have a
reduction in CTE when reinforced with CNTs. The addition of 2 vol%
CNT was found to reduce the CTE of copper to 2.3 x 10-6/K at
100 o C. This study revealed that incorporation of 2 vol%CNT into
sub-micron copper powder with irregular and angular shaped
particles fabricated by SPS could reduce the CTE by as much as 79%,
29%, 17% and 7% at 100, 200, 300 and 400 o C, respectively. The
signiﬁcant reduction in CTE of Cu gives an indication that small
CNTs content with original fabrication technique could result in a
low CTE of the Cu composites.
3.6. Surface oxidation behaviour of sintered samples

Fig. 10. Dimension change versus temperature curve of Cu, Cu-1 vol%CNT, Cu-2 vol%
CNT and Cu-2 vol%CNT-0.5 vol%Ru.

Fig. 11. Variation of CTE with temperature for copper and Cu-2 vol%CNT composites
sintered at 600 o C.

The surface properties go a long way to affect Kapitza resistance
(Rk) of bulk material [37]. Oxide layer on the surface of the bulk
materials has posed challenges to its Kapitza resistance value.
Recent studies have shown that the thermal conductivity of Cu–CNT
composites are critically inﬂuenced by interfacial resistance and
this is often due to the Kapitza resistance [38]. Owing to the low
thermal conductivity of Cu-1 vol%CNT samples Sule et al. [27],
additional characterization was undertaken to understand the low
result. XPS is an analytical technique that has been widely used to
identifying the oxidation state of the copper surface [19]. Fig. 12(a–f)
shows the deconvolutions of the Cu 2p3/2 spectrum of the various
samples produced. The percentage area contribution of Cu(0), Cu(I)
and Cu(II) was quantifying by applied speciﬁc constraint on BE,
FWHM and peak shape parameters. Judging from the percentages
contribution of Cu (I) and Cu (II) on the sintered Cu (Fig. 12(a)) and
Cu–CNT (Fig. 12(b)), It can be observed that the addition of CNT
increase the contribution of Cu oxidation at the surface. This could
be another contributing factor for the reduction usually encounter
in the thermal conductivity of the metal-CNT composite samples.
However, we observed that the addition of 0.5 vol%Ru tends to
reduce the contribution of Cu (I) oxide and Cu (II) oxide when
comparing the Cu-1CNT and Cu-1CNT-0.5Ru. A similar trend was
also observed for Cu-2CNT and Cu-2CNT-0.5Ru samples. Comparing
Cu-0.5CNT; Cu-1CNT and Cu-2CNT, it is clear that increasing the vol
' ska et al. [39] have
% CNT also increases the oxidation of Cu. Lipin
investigated the FTIR spectra of the as-received NC 3100 Thin
MWCNT and found that carbon–oxygen groups are present. This
could contribute to the oxidation of Cu, it is also possible that
oxidation occurred in laboratory air. However, there is a small but
deﬁnite decrease in the concentrations of oxidized Cu species when
Ru is present (compare Cu-1CNT and Cu-1CNT-0.5Ru). The Cu
oxidation decreases even further with more C present. This can be
seen comparing Cu-1CNT-0.5Ru and Cu-2CNT-0.5Ru. It is possible
that a reduction of Cu oxidation takes place due to presence of RuC.
This observation is consistence with the inhibition of Cu oxidation
by C alloyed Ru reported by Ding et al. [40]. The reduction of Cu2O
was attributed to the effect of RuC layer, as the C doped in Ru
capturing the O atom from Cu–O to form CO molecules. The
percentage area contribution of Cu(0), Cu(I) and Cu(II) in Table 3 was
all obtained from Fig. 12(a–f).

Fig. 12. XPS Cu 2p3/2 peaks spectra for (a)Cu (b) Cu-0.5CNT (c) Cu-1CNT (d) Cu-2CNT (e) Cu-1CNT-0.5Ru (f) Cu-2CNT-0.5Ru.

3.7. Thermal conductivity
In another study, the Cu and Cu containing 1 and 2 vol%CNT
were sintered at 600 o C under applied pressure of 50 MPa while the
Cu-1 vol%CNT-0.5 vol%Ru and Cu-2 vol%CNT-0.5 vol%Ru samples
were sintered at 650 o C with 60 MPa. The relative densities of these
samples were in the range of 97.41–98.73%.
The thermal diffusivity of sintered samples was measured at
100 o C. The thermal conductivity of the sintered samples was
calculated from the following expression lðT Þ ¼ aðT Þ x rðT Þ x
C p ðT Þ where l(T) = thermal conductivity (W/mK), a(T) = thermal
diffusivity (mm2/s), r(T) = density (g/cm3) and Cp(T) = speciﬁc heat
capacity (J/gK).

Fig. 13 shows the thermal conductivity values obtained from the
relationship above as a function of their relative density. The
results show that the densiﬁcation of the materials has a
signiﬁcant inﬂuence in the thermal conductivity. In addition, it
can be observed that the thermal diffusivity and thermal
conductivity of Cu containing only CNT decrease as the volume
fraction of MWCNT is increased. This reduction could also be due to
the orientation of the measured thermal transport which could be
different to the orientation of CNT in the Cu matrix after
consolidation. The random distribution of CNT orientation could
disturb the unidirectional heat transfer which could result in the
reduction of the effective heat conduction of CNTs [38]. However,
the thermal conductivity of Cu-1 vol%CNT and Cu-2 vol%CNT

Table 3
X PS results indicating the oxides contribution in various samples.
Material

Cu(0)

Cu(I)

Cu(II)

Cu(OH)

Pure Cu
Cu2p2/3 (eV)
Area (%)
Intensity (a.u)

932.61
90.39
45112.52

932.42
–
10645.3

933.57
8.03
14631.3

934.75
1.57
12755.54

Cu-0.5CNT
Cu2p2/3 (eV)
Area (%)
Intensity

932.61
65.66
34483.77

932.42
23.27
19191.88

933.57
10.27
15593.79

934.75
0.96
12220.58

Cu-1CNT
Cu2p2/3 (eV)
Area (%)
Intensity

932.61
60.12
29959.42

932.42
24.60
18078.46

933.57
12.98
15587.29

934.75
2.3
11946.35

fact that CNTs have CTE close to zero, coupled with the good
interfacial bonding between CNT and Cu matrix in the sample
made.
The accumulated evidence in this study using X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy analysis suggested that surface oxide of Cu–CNT
composites can be reduced by addition of minor ruthenium. A
slight increase in thermal conductivity was obtained for Cu-1CNT0.5Ru sample which could be due to improved surface oxidation.
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